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Make copy of master site without sharing content
Posted by close2 - 2012/07/13 10:34
_____________________________________

Hi, 
I've already read and watched the tutorials but nothing helps. 
I've the following situation. 

For a huge website there is one master site in english. Now i nedd 3 slave sites for german, dutch and
spanish with following sharing features: 

Content from master site should be copied for the slave sites but NOT shared 
Users and extensions should be shared 

How can I do this? 

I created the following template: 
ID:  kpni_de 
Group:    
Validity duration:      
Max nbr of sites / owner:    
Expiration URL:      
Product reference (SKU):    
Title:    
Description:  
  
List of domain names (*):kpni.de  
    
Replicate the tables from an existing DB prefix into a new tables prefix of a new DB 
Template site (*): master_db   
To site ID (*):   {site_id}   
Admin User (*):  

New Admin full user name:      
New Admin user login:      
New Admin email address:      
New Admin password:      
Share the whole site:    
New DB server:    
New DB Name:      
New DB User:      
New DB Password:      
New DB Prefix (*):{site_prefix}      
New Site Name :    kpni.de  
Specific slave site folders 
Master site folder: /var/www/web42/html/clients/kpni 
Deployment folder:      
Create the deployed folder:    
Alias link:      
Path to Media folder:      
Path to Image folder:      
Templates (themes) folder:      
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New FTP Parameters 
FTP enable:  Ja   Nein   Standard  
(*) Fields required to have the template available from the front-end 

On the sharing tab i selected the users and extensions to share. 

Then i created a new slave site that bases on this template. 

After creation I changed an article in the slave side and the change was also visible on the mastersite so
I think the slave site still uses the mastersite - but why? 

Thanks for your help. 

Kind regards, 
Robert

============================================================================

Re: Make copy of master site without sharing content
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/07/13 17:57
_____________________________________

The article should not be changed. 

Sharing the users and some extension does not mean that you shared the other content. 

I suspect that you are NOT connected on your slave site and that in fact you are connected on you
master website. 
Verify the "global configuration" to see if you are connected on the same DB with same prefix or if you
have different values. 

If you have the same value from the master and slaves that mean that in fact you are NOT on the slave
but on your master. 

In this case, verify that you have correctly defined the slave site and that you received a "blue" message.
Not a read message that would report an error when saving the slave site definition. 

If the website is correctly defined with success and that you are connected on the master then verify the
domain name. 
Perhaps that you have to defined the domain with and without WWW 

Here I see that you just entered kpmi.de 
So you have to enter this value in your browser and not www. kpmi.de that is not declared in JMS. I
suggest that you define the domain as 
kpmi.de, www. kpmi.de 

Remark, if your website must be accessed via http(S), also add the https variant in the list of domain.

============================================================================
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